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WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?

GMAT GRE

Format
Computer Delivered

Question Adaptive
Cannot move back and forth

Computer Delivered

Section Adaptive
Can skip and go back

Scoring From 200 to 800 From 260 to 340

Cost 250 Euro 205 USD



GMAT

Section Time        # of questions

Analytical Writing 30 min 1

Integrated Reasoning 30 min           12

Quantitative Reasoning 62 min           31

Verbal Reasoning 65 min           36

GRE

TEST STRUCTURE

Section Time        # of questions

Analytical Writing 1 30 min 1

Analytical Writing 2 30 min             1

Quantitative Reasoning 70 min            40

Verbal Reasoning 60 min            40

Experimental section 30/35 min      20



VERBAL REASONING



GRE TEXT COMPLETION

It is quite dangerous to _________ unnecessarily through the city these days, when 

explosions shake the buildings to their foundations without letup; it is best to conduct 

only essential errands, and to do so with haste.

Find 1 word to fill in the blank.

Blank I

bop

traipse

circumambulate

sidle

reconnoiter



GRE SENTENCE EQUIVALENCE

Lady Astor once commented to Winston Churchill, “If I were married to you, I’d put 

poison in your coffee.” Churchill’s famous __________: “Nancy, if you were my wife, I’d 

drink it.”

Find two words that will render the meaning of the sentence in the same way:

anecdote
aphorism

retort

recrimination

rejoinder

maxim



GMAT SENTENCE CORRECTION

The Napoleonic code requires that all voting citizens would have a fixed address and at 

least three different kinds of identification. 

(A) that all voting citizens would have 

(B) that all voting citizens should have 

(C) that all voting citizens that they must have 

(D) that all voting citizens have 

(E) of all voting citizens the having of 



GMAT CRITICAL REASONING

In years past, professional baseball players lifted weights less but were also injured less 

often during games. Obviously, the more an athlete lifts weights, the higher the 

likelihood of injury. 

The argument above depends on which of the following assumptions?

(A) The increase in baseball injuries is due to a factor other than weightlifting.

(B) The activities of baseball players represent those of athletes as a group.

(C) Most baseball injuries today result from too much weightlifting.

(D) There is no proven correlation between how much athletes lift weights and how    

likely they are to be affected by injury.  

(E) Weightlifting has always been common practice for professional athletes.



QUANTITATIVE REASONING



GRE Quantitative Comparison

X > 0

Quantity A Quantity B

𝒙𝟐 𝒙𝟑

A. Quantity A is greater
B. Quantity B is greater
C. The two quantities are equal
D. The relationship cannot be determined from the information given





HOW TO PREPARE





YOUR STUDY PLAN

1. Identify your target score and your deadline.

2. Don't forget to include 15 business days to get the official score.

3. Familiarize yourself with the contents of the test

4. Do a free simulation from mba.com or ets.org. 

5. Based on the results of your simulation, identify the areas for improvement 

6. Allocate regular time slots for preparation. The worst strategy is to study whenever you have some time.

7. Keep an error log

8. Do at least 3-4 full-length simulations before the actual exam

9. Analyze the results and identify what needs to be improved. Repeat




